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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE EMOTION OF
LOVE BETWEEN THE SEXES. [1]
By Sanford Bell, Fellow in Clark University.
The emotion of love between the sexes has as yet received
[Pg 325] no thorough scientific treatment. No writer so far as I can
find has treated it from a genetic standpoint. The literature upon the
subject is therefore meager. In his recent treatise upon “The Psychology of the Emotions,” Ribot [2] remarks: “The sex-instinct, the
last in chronological order with man and the higher animals, gives
rise to the emotion of love with its numerous individual varieties.
Most psychologists have been very sparing of details where it is
concerned, and one might mention certain voluminous treatises
which contain no mention of it. Is this through exaggerated delicacy? Or is it because the authors think that their place has been
usurped by the novelists who have so obstinately confined themselves to the study of this passion? But the novelist's mode of analysis is different from the psychological mode, and does not exclude
it.” This author then devotes one chapter of eleven pages to the
treatment of the sexual instinct, which includes [Pg 326] what he has
to say upon sex-love. Brief as this treatment is, it is valuable, both
for the facts it presents and for the problems it suggests. Havelock
Ellis, who has perhaps done more than any other investigator in the
field of the normal Psychology of Sex says in his most recent work:
[3] “It is a very remarkable fact that although for many years past
serious attempts have been made to elucidate the psychology of
sexual perversions, little or no endeavor has been made to study the
psychologic development of the normal sexual emotions. Nearly
every writer seems either to take for granted that he and his readers
are so familiar with all the facts of normal sex psychology that any
detailed statement is altogether uncalled for, or else he is content to
write a few introductory phrases, mostly made up from anatomic,
philosophic and historical work.
“Yet it is unreasonable to take normal phenomena for granted
here as in any other region of medicine. A knowledge of such phenomena is as necessary here as physiology is to pathology or anatomy to surgery. So far from the facts of normal sex development,
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sex emotions and sex needs being uniform and constant, as is assumed by those who consider their discussion unnecessary, the
range of variation within fairly normal limits is immense, and it is
impossible to meet with two individuals whose records are nearly
identical.
“There are two fundamental reasons why the endeavor should be
made to obtain a broad basis of clear information on the subject. In
the first place, the normal phenomena give the key to the abnormal,
and the majority of sexual perversions, including even those that
are most repulsive, are but exaggerations of instincts and emotions
that are germinal in normal human beings. In the second place,
what is normal cannot be determined until the sexual life of a large
number of healthy individuals is known, and until the limits of
normal sexuality are known the physician is not in a position to lay
down any reasonable rules of sexual hygiene.”
Although very short, the analysis of the sex passions in adults by
Herbert Spencer [4] in a part of one section in his “Principles of
Psychology,” is one of the best. Bain [5] devotes one chapter to the
Tender Emotion which he makes include Sex-love, the parental
feelings, the benevolent affection, gratitude, sorrow, admiration and
esteem. A very few pages are given to sex-love proper. Very suggestive paragraphs bearing either directly or indirectly upon the subject are to be found in [Pg 327] the works of such writers as Moll,
Sergi, Mantegazza, James, Janet, Delboeuf, Feré, Boveri, Kiernan,
Hartmann, Dessoir, Fincke and others. There is a vast amount of
literature upon the pathological phases of the subject which is to be
considered in another chapter.
The analyses thus far given by scientists are limited to the emotion as it is manifested in the adult. A few writers have referred to it
in dealing with the psychology of adolescence, but in this connection refer to it as one of the many ways in which the adolescent
spirit shows its intensity, turbulence and capriciousness. I know of
no scientist who has given a careful analysis of the emotion as it is
seen in the adolescent. It is true that it has been the chosen theme of
the poet, romancer and novelist. But in the products of such writers
we may look for artistic descriptions of the emotion and for scenes
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and incidents that very truly portray its nature; we have no right to
expect a scientific analysis.
Adults need only to recall their own youth or to observe even
briefly our grammar and high school boys and girls, to be convinced that love between the sexes is one of the emotions that become conspicuously apparent in early adolescence. This is what
might reasonably be expected since the emotion is derived from the
sex instinct, and pubescence marks the period of rapid acceleration
in the growth of the sex organs. With the increase in size and vigor
of the reproductive organs there comes the strong impulse for the
organs to function. Before civilization developed the system of sex
inhibitions that are considered an essential part of the ethical habits
of our young people, the impulse to function was not repressed and
pubescence marked the beginning of the distinctively sexual experience of both sexes. This was true of primitive peoples, and is generally true of the lower races that are living to-day. It is, however, not
limited to these races. A very large percentage of both sexes of the
civilized races begin their sexual life during early adolescence. This
is particularly true of the male half of the races. The system of sex
inhibitions which has gradually been developed by civilization has
been along the line of evolution and has been doing away with
promiscuity, polygamy and polyandry; it has been establishing
monogamy and postponing marriage until a period of greater physiological and psychological maturity of both sexes. This same inhibition of early sex functioning has lead to an increase in the prevalence of such substitutes as masturbation, onanism, pederasty, etc.
Such facts bear upon the physiological results of inhibition. On the
psychological side are to be mentioned courtship and those sex
irradiations that have so profoundly influenced art, literature, religion, polite society, sports and industry. [Pg 328] Many of the
pathological sex psychoses, such as love for the same sex, erotopathia, sexual anæsthesia, etc., are to be explained, at least in part,
by reference to the results of these social inhibitions trying to establish themselves.
The emotion of sex-love, so plainly traceable to the reproductive
instinct, has its evolution in each normal individual. It develops
through various stages as do other instincts. It does not make its
appearance for the first time at the period of adolescence, as has
7

been thought. Extended and varied experience in the public schools
has furnished me with very favorable opportunities for making
observations upon children who were allowed to mix freely regardless of sex. Most of the observations were made in schools which,
with very few exceptions, had outdoor recesses during which the
plays and games brought both sexes together under no restraint
other than the ordinary social ones with perhaps some modifications by the particular regimen of the school concerned. The observations relative to the subject of love between the sexes were begun
fifteen years ago. The first observations were made incidentally and
consisted mainly of those love affairs between children, that needed
my attention as one officially concerned. However, many were unquestionably innocent and harmless. My observations have not
been limited to children under school conditions. About one-third
of the number of cases which I have personally observed have been
concerning children who were under the ordinary social or industrial conditions. During the past fifteen years, from time to time, I
have collected as many as eight hundred cases observed by myself.
In addition to these I have seventeen hundred cases as returns from
a syllabus which I circulated among the students in my pedagogy
and psychology classes at the Northern Indiana Normal School, at
Valparaiso, Ind., in 1896. The syllabus is as follows:
I. Love between children of about the same age and of opposite sex. Give
as completely as you can the details of any such cases you know of;
age of each child; length of time the love continued; whether it was
mutual; what broke it up; any signs of jealousy; any expressions of
love such as confessions, caresses, gifts, etc.; any ideas of marriage;
actions in presence of each other free or shy, when alone, when in
the presence of others; any tendency of either child to withhold
demonstrations and be satisfied to love at a distance; any other details you may have noticed.
II. Love between children and those of opposite sex who are much older.
Give complete details on such points as indicated in I, with whatever differences the disparity in age would naturally make. [Pg 329]
III. Give fully, frankly, and as accurately as you can the details of
your own childish love affairs.
IV. Give your name (this may be left blank), age, and sex.
8

360 people reported more than 1,700 cases. With few exceptions
those who reported had had experience in teaching. 355 gave accounts of their own childish love affairs. The other five stated that
they did not recall any such experience in their own lives. The 1,700
cases include the confessions. Added to the 800 cases of my own
collection there are in all more than 2,500 cases that form the basis
of this study.
It will be seen that the syllabus calls for data of three kinds, viz.,
concerning (1) observed love between children of opposite sex
about the same in age, (2) observed love between persons of opposite sex with disparity in ages, (3) personal confessions. The first
two kinds of data were obtained by the objective method, while the
last is obtained through retrospection. Having both observations
and confessions many errors that could not otherwise be detected
are eliminated since the two classes of material act, to a degree, as
mutual controls. Each kind of data according to the first named
classification has its particular virtue. The confessions (1) exhibit the
continuity in the development of the emotion during the life-span of
the individual as he sees it himself (enough cases (355) were given
to make a reasonable allowance for individual variations); (2) they
indicate the general prevalence of the emotion during childhood; (3)
they reinforce observation in the same way that introspection always reinforces the objective method of study. In estimating the
value of these confessions one must be mindful of the common
defect of most auto-biographical statements, viz., that they are influenced by the almost irresistible tendency to write about one's self
in a literary way and so touch plain facts as to make them less prosaic. The observations help us in eliminating this element of error.
The data concerning the love that children have for adults of the
opposite sex throw valuable light upon the nature of jealousy in
children as it is much accentuated in these cases. They also show the
effect of forcing the development of an emotion by a stimulus that is
chronologically prior to the normal period of development. In the
cases showing the love of the adult for a child are revealed facts
bearing upon some forms of sexual perversion. In these cases the
child is used as a means of escape for suppressed love. Love that
normally should go out to an adult, is through some real or supposed necessity suppressed until it finally seeks quiescence through
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discharge upon a child or pet animal. This is not infrequent among
women whose relatively passive role decreed by nature in love
affairs has been exaggerated [Pg 330] by society. The observations
concerning love between children of opposite sex and about the
same age aid us in determining the phase of the emotion's development that normally belongs to any given period of life; i. e., there
are many observations upon children who are five years old, or six,
seven, eight, nine, etc., respectively, and these reveal the nature of
the emotion that normally belongs to those years. The various kinds
of observations extend over the entire periods of infancy, childhood,
and into adolescence, and are very well distributed in number
among the years of these periods, although more cases were reported for the years 4 to 8, and 12 to 15, both inclusive, than for the
years of the period between 8 and 12. The reason for this becomes
clearly apparent later.
Analysis of the data contained in all of this material reveals the
fact that the emotion of sex-love may appear in the life of the child
as early as the middle of the third year. From its appearance at this
early age it can be traced in its development through five more or
less well marked stages whose time limits are as follows: the first
stage extending, as a rule, from the age of three years to the age of
eight years; the second from eight to fourteen; the third from fourteen to maturity at about twenty-two in women and twenty-six in
men; the fourth from maturity to senescence, whose limits vary
widely; the fifth extending through senescence. Not every individual passes through all five stages. Individual differences also keep the
time limits of the stages from being exact.
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Characteristics of the First Stage.
The presence of the emotion in children between three and eight
years of age is shown by such action as the following: hugging,
kissing, lifting each other, scuffling, sitting close to each other; confessions to each other and to others, talking about each other when
apart; seeking each other and excluding others, grief at being separated; giving of gifts, extending courtesies to each other that are
withheld from others, making sacrifices such as giving up desired
things or foregoing pleasures; jealousies, etc. The unprejudiced
mind in observing these manifestations in hundreds of couples of
children cannot escape referring them to sex origin. The most exacting mind is satisfied when to these observations are added the confessions of those who have, as children, experienced the emotion to
a marked degree of intensity, and whose memories of childhood are
relatively distinct. We are prone to refer many of the manifestations
enumerated to imitation. Imitation can account in part for the form
in which the emotion shows itself, whose presence is established by
the accumulation of a vast amount of [Pg 331] evidence. Imitation
plays an important role in the development of the sex instinct, and
love between the sexes as one of this instinct's derivatives, as it does
with the development of most other instincts. It would be no more
satisfactory to account for these manifestations by referring them to
imitation than it would to account for the love for dolls, the instinct
of hunting, the interest in “playing house” by reference to the same
cause. When we observe in young puppies, shoats, squirrels, seals,
grouse, partridges, field-sparrows, starlings, wood-larks, waterwagtails, goldfinches, etc., actions corresponding to these which I
have mentioned in children, we have no hesitancy in referring them
to the sex instinct for explanation.
So far as the observations given to me by others are concerned,
with very few exceptions, they all report hugging, kissing and other
means of affecting physical contact, as being indulged in by the
child lovers. This is largely due to the fact that the observers took
these actions as the main ones that indicate the presence of the emotion and reported no cases in which they did not occur. My own
observations and some of the confessions show that although some
form of embrace is general, it is not always present. Through all of
11

the stages of the emotion's development the embrace in some of its
forms is the most general means of its expression. A quotation from
Groos [6] in this connection is deemed appropriate. In speaking of
natural courtship he says: “But a scientific system of natural courtship of the various human races does not exist; nor, indeed, have we
systematic observations of any one people. It is, therefore, impossible to affirm whether there are such things as instinctive gestures,
expressions, caresses, etc., which all human beings recognize as
sexual stimuli. From the little that is known it seems probable that
the number of such tokens is not great,—even the kiss is by no
means general! We can only be sure of a universal tendency to approach and to touch one another, and of a disposition to self exhibition and coquetry as probably instinctive and of the special forms
which these tendencies take under the influence of imitation and
tradition as secondary causes. Caressing contact may then be regarded as play when it is an end in itself, which is possible under
two conditions. First, when the pursuance of the instinctive movements to their legitimate end is prevented by incapacity or ignorance; and, second, when it is prevented by an act of the will on part
of the participants. Children exhibit the first case, adults often
enough the second. It is generally known that children are frequently very early susceptible to sexual excitement, and show a desire for
contact with others [Pg 332] as well as an enjoyment of it, without
having the least suspicion of its meaning.” In the cases in which I
have recorded lifting each other as indicating sex-love, it was unmistakably apparent that the lifting was not a trial of strength but
an indulgence in the pleasures of bodily contact, as was also true of
the scuffling. In few, if in any of the cases which I have observed
upon children of eight, have the participants been conscious of the
meaning of their actions, although I have sometimes seen them
attended by great sexual excitement. Schaeffer [7] believes that “the
fundamental impulse of sexual life for the utmost intensive and
extensive contact, with a more or less clearly defined idea of conquest underlying it,” plays a conspicuous part in the ring fighting of
belligerent boys. Bain [8] attaches very great importance to the element of physical contact in sex-love. He says: “In considering the
genesis of tender emotion, in any or all of its modes, I am inclined to
put great stress upon the sensation of animal contact, or the pleasure of the embrace, a circumstance not adverted to by Mr. Spencer.
12

Many facts may be adduced as showing this to be a very intense
susceptibility, as well as a starting point of associations. (1) Touch is
the fundamental and generic sense, the first born of sensibility, from
which, in the view of evolution, all others take their rise. (2) Even
after the remaining senses are differentiated, the primary sense
continues to be a leading susceptibility of the mind. The soft, warm
touch, if not a first-class influence, is at least an approach to that.
The combined power of soft contact and warmth amounts to a considerable pitch of massive pleasure; while there may be subtle influences not reducible to these two heads, such as we term, from not
knowing anything about them, magnetic or electric. The sort of
thrill from taking a baby in arms is something beyond mere warm
touch; and it may rise to the ecstatic height, in which case, however,
there may be concurring sensations and ideas. Between male and
female the sexual appetite is aroused. A predisposed affection
through other means, makes the contact thrilling. (3) The strong fact
that cannot be explained away is, that under tender feeling there is a
craving for the embrace. Between the sexes there is the deeper appetite; while in mere tender emotion, not sexual, there is nothing but
the sense of touch to gratify unless we assume the occult magnetic
influences. As anger is consummated, reaches a satisfactory term,
by knocking some one down, love is completed and satisfied with
an embrace. This would seem to show that the love emotion, while
fed by sights and sounds, and even by odors, reaches its climax
[Pg 333] in touch; and, if so, it must be more completely identified
with this sensibility than with any other. In a word, our love pleasures begin and end in sensual contact. Touch is both the alpha and
omega of affection. As the terminal and satisfying sensation, the ne
plus ultra, it must be a pleasure of the highest degree.” While it is
the contact through the sense of touch that acts both as the most
natural and most complete expression of love between the sexes
and a powerful sexual excitant, there is a contact of the eyes of adolescent and adult lovers,—a sort of embrace by means of the eyes—
that is as exciting to many as contact through touch.
The pleasure derived from hugging and kissing, etc., in children
who have the emotion in this first stage of its development, is not
specifically sexual except in some cases which I am inclined to consider as precocious. Normally, there appears to be no erethism of
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the sexual organs during the process of love-making. But erethism,
as we shall see in another chapter upon the analysis of the sex impulse, is not confined to the sexual organs, but is distributed
throughout the entire body, especially through the vascular and
nervous systems. In these children there is a state of exaltation, indeed as yet not comparable in intensity to that of the adolescent or
adult, which is, nevertheless, erethistic in its nature. It is massive,
vague, and generally distributed throughout the body. In some
cases there is specific sexual excitement with erections of the penis
and hyperæmia of the female genitalia. Such phenomena are seen
only in the cases that seem to me to be precocious. This point will be
more fully treated in the chapter referred to above. Suffice it to say
here that in love between the sexes at this early period or in the next
following, the physical sensations of sexual excitement are generally
wholly wanting, or if present are entirely unlocated. Love between
children of the opposite sex bears much the same relation to that
between adults as the flower does to the fruit, and has about as little
of physical sexuality in it as an apple-blossom has of the apple that
develops from it.
The love demonstrations of children in the first stage of the emotion's development are generally spontaneous, profuse, and unrestrained. There is an absence of shyness, of any sense of shame, of
the feeling of self-consciousness. The children have as yet no notion
of the meaning of sex. Their naïvete in this regard has not been destroyed by the social suggestion that such actions are wrong and
vulgar. They are natively happy and free in their ignorance. The
individual differences among children are as great in their experiencing and manifesting this emotion as they are in any other phase
of life, so not infrequently we find children under eight years of age
who are shy, [Pg 334] repressive and self-conscious in regard to
their love actions. The same children are shy and repressive in other
things. It is more of a general disposition than a specific attitude
toward this one emotion.
The giving of gifts and the sharing of choice possessions is very
common. The emotion in its earliest form introduces the element of
self-sacrifice for the loved one that is inseparable from the emotion
in all of its normal stages of development. It likewise introduces the
intense selfishness that comes from the desire to monopolize the
14

allegiance of the one loved. An only child, who as a rule is very
selfish and will not share any of his possessions with others, readily
gives up a liberal part to the lover. During the earlier years of this
stage the gift is appreciated for its inherent value; it is good to eat,
or pretty to look at, or has some other real value. This inherent value continues to be an element of appreciation in lovers's gifts
throughout life. It is given by the lover as an expression of his love,
and so received and prized by the sweetheart. Everything else being
equal, the greater the real value the more satisfactory is the love
expression to both. In the 6th and 7th years there appears unmistakable evidence of acquired value in the presents. They become of
value because the lover gave them and, on account of their associations, are preserved as keepsakes. As early as the 6th and 7th years
presents are taken from their places of safe keeping or where they
are on exhibition as ornaments, and kissed and fondled as expressions of love for the absent giver. This is interesting as evidence of
love-fetichism appearing in early childhood.
The emotion otherwise affects the moods and disposition of children. Refractory children, whose parents manage them with difficulty, become docile and amiable under the influence of the sweetheart or lover. Boys who, at other times, are cowards will fight with
vigor and courage when their love is concerned. Children that have
a sociable disposition sometimes become exclusive and abandon all
other playmates for the chosen one, and cannot be induced to play
with any one else. Ideas of marriage are often present, but they are
vague and are present through social suggestion. The general attitude is represented by the testimony of one woman who stated that
she had no definite idea of marriage at the time of her earliest childish love affair, but that she had a vague feeling that she and her
little lover would always be together, and this feeling was a source
of pleasure. Certainly children under eight have little foresight; they
are chiefly absorbed in the present whose engrossing emotions give
no premonition that they will ever change.
Beauty begins to be a factor in the choice of a sweetheart [Pg 335]
among the children in this first stage. The most beautiful, charming,
and attractive little girls are the ones who are favored. This element
becomes much more conspicuous in the later stages. Jealousy is
present from the first. It is more pronounced in the cases of love
15

between children and adults of the opposite sex on account of the
child's being less able to monopolize the attention of the adult and
on account of the precocity of the child concerned in such cases. A
fuller discussion of jealousy belongs in another section of this study.
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Typical Cases.
Case 1. Boy 3, girl 5. Love is mutual. When in a
large company of children they will always separate themselves from the others and play together.
Never tire of telling each other of their love. Delight in kissing and embracing, and do not care
who sees them.
Case 2. B. 5, g. 4. Began at ages given and still
continues, two years having gone. Are often seen
hand-in-hand; are very jealous of each other. Boy
more backward than girl. Will not play with other
children when they can be together.
Case 3. B. 3, g. 3½. Have been deeply in love
since their third week in kindergarten. Rose not so
jealous as Russel. She always watches for his coming, and runs to meet him the moment he enters
the room. They sit together at the table and in the
circle, and cry if separated. They are very free and
unrestrained in showing their love by kissing,
hugging, and by many little attentions.
Case 4. B. 3, g. 3. My little nephew of three and a
little neighbor girl of the same age had a most affectionate love for each other, and were not at all
shy about it. They would kiss each other when
they met, and seemed to think it all right. The little
boy used to tell me that they would marry when
grown. This continued about two and a half years;
then the girl's parents moved away, much to the
grief of both children. The little boy would often
climb up and take the girl's photograph from the
mantle and kiss it.
Case 5. B. 3, g. 3. My nephew of three manifested
an ardent passion for a small girl of about the same
age. He followed her about with dog-like persistence. Being an only child he was very selfish, nev17

er sharing anything with other children. But Bessie
became the recipient of all his playthings. His
hoard of treasures was laid at her feet. Nothing
was good enough for her, nor could he be dressed
fine enough when she was around. On one occasion, a large boy picked Bessie up to fondle her,
whereupon her jealous lover seized a hatchet and
attacked his rival. He imperiously demanded a
dollar from me one day in order that he might buy
Bessie and have her ‘all for his own.’ He is now six,
and loves her as much as ever.
Case 6. I know of two young people who have
been lovers since babyhood. As they grew up their
love for each other assumed different aspects. During the first seven years of their lives their love
was open and frank, showing no restriction of the
regard they felt. Caresses and embraces were indulged in as freely and unrestrictedly as might
have been between two little girls. But when
school life began and they became exposed to the
twits and teasings of their playmates there developed a shy timidity and reserve when in the presence of others. Though they have been separated
for long periods at different times their love has
continued.
Case 7. Both about five years old when they first
showed signs of love that I observed. May have
begun earlier. Lasted four years. [Pg 336] Broken
up by girl's parents moving away. Love was mutual without any signs of jealousy that I could see.
Exchanged gifts, such as candy, nuts, flowers, etc.
Their actions at first very free either when alone or
in the presence of others. Later they became
somewhat shy in the presence of others, but free
when alone. Upon the girl's moving away the boy
showed very deep feeling of sorrow. Do not know
about the girl.
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Case 8. My little brother at the age of four was
very much in love with a little girl two years of
age. He used to lead the little girl around, caress
her tenderly, and talk lovingly to her. He always
divided with her the playthings he most appreciated. He often said he expected to marry her. While
the little girl did not object to his demonstrations,
she seemed to care more for a young man thirtythree years of age, and called him her sweetheart.
The little boy became jealous, and finally gave her
up. After they entered school together the little girl
became very fond of my brother, and always managed to sit or stand next to him in the class if possible, but he had lost all interest in her, and never
cared for her again.
Case 9. B. 6, g. 5. They had been lovers for about
two years. They did not get to be together often
since they lived in different towns. Their families
were relatives and exchanged visits. Upon one occasion when of the age indicated above they met at
the home of Jeaness's grandfather. Edgar came
late. Jeaness was seated upon a hassock in the parlor where there were several guests. Upon Edgar's
entering the door, she saw him and, as her little
face beamed with evident delight, she arose and
met him in the middle of the room. They were
immediately in each others arms. Edgar's mother,
seeing the vigor with which he was hugging
Jeaness, said to him with concern: “Why, Edgar,
you will hurt Jeaness.” Jeaness, who evidently was
better able to judge, archly turned her head and
with a smile that meant much, said: “No, he
won't.”
Case 10. B. 2, g. 2. One afternoon last summer
two of my little cousins, Florence twenty-three
months old and Harold two years old, were spending the day at my home. They had never met until
that day. Florence is an only child and is inclined
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to have her own way, and isn't willing to give up
to other children. Harold has rather a sunny disposition. They had not been with each other more
than an hour before they were sitting on the porch
and Florence had her arms around Harold. She
was very willing to give up to him and share all
she had. They played together the remainder of the
day, and were very affectionate. Ever since then
they have been very devoted to each other, and it
is very beautiful to watch them in all their little
ways of indicating their love for each other.
Case 11. I attended a wedding last June which
was the outcome of a striking illustration of this
love. I will tell the story as the bride's mother told
it to me. “This does not seem like a marriage to me
but just one more step in a friendship which began
when Minnie and Theo were babies. Before either
could walk they would sit on the floor and play
with each other—never having any trouble over
playthings, but sharing everything alike. Theo
would break bits of cake and put in Minnie's
mouth, and then both would laugh as though it
were a great joke. If they were separated both
would cry. As they grew up the friendship grew
stronger, and Theo always called Minnie his 'little
wife.' At school they were always lovers, and
when we moved here it was understood that when
Minnie was twenty-one Theo should come for her.
During their entire lives I do not know of a single
quarrel between them.”
Case 12. One bright morning I noticed a little
boy sitting in front [Pg 337] of me who had not
been there before. He turned around occasionally
to look at me, and presently smiled. Of course I returned the smile, thinking that he was the sweetest
little fellow that I had ever seen. This was the beginning of a love that lasted for several years. He
was six, and I was the same age. On the next day
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